
 
 

Commercial radio welcomes 
removal of licence fees  

 
Commercial radio broadcasters have welcomed the elimination of radio broadcast licence fees in 

the Federal Budget which will result in around $20 million in annual cost savings and help counter 

increasing pressure from unregulated international and online competitors. 

 

The cut, together with a small increase in fees for the use of spectrum, is expected to result in a drop 

of 94% in the total fees commercial radio stations pay to government.   

 

Joan Warner, the chief executive officer of peak industry body Commercial Radio Australia, said 

broadcasters were very supportive of the changes and appreciative of the consultative approach that 

has been taken by Minister Fifield with the commercial radio industry during which CRA has sought 

assurances that all individual licences will receive significant benefit from the reductions. 

 

“We welcome the removal of broadcast licence fees, which will provide a fairer competitive 

environment and allow radio to invest even more in Australian jobs and content. We call on the 

Parliament to support this package which provides much needed relief for local Australian radio,” Ms 

Warner said.  “However, we are also keen to ensure that all CRA member stations receive substantial 

reductions in fees paid and so we will be working closely with the Government on the methodology 

used to calculate spectrum fees for CRA members.” 

 

The Broadcasting Reform package, to be announced as part of the Budget, also proposes 

restrictions on gambling advertising in live sports broadcasts, starting five minutes before the game 

begins until five minutes after it ends, up until 8.30pm at night.  

 

Ms Warner said: “Gambling advertising is already covered by the Commercial Radio Code of 

Practice and existing federal and state regulations, so the industry would like to see any new 

restrictions accompanied by a national harmonisation and simplification of existing, disparate rules 

relating to gambling advertising.”  

 

Commercial Radio Australia also applauds the decision to apply the same restrictions to the 

streaming of live sports broadcasts where in the past broadcasting alone has often borne the brunt 

of any new advertising regulation, creating further imbalance in the competitive landscape.  

 

“While we believe the concern is not with radio but with television and online, we do understand 

concerns of the community about gambling advertising and plan to revise our Code of Practice to 

incorporate the new requirements,” Ms Warner said. 

Media contact: Judy Shaw – 0418 415 965 

Commercial Radio Australia is on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 

www.commercialradio.com.au 
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